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Nursing
program
passes
hurdle
Lindsey Pacela
News Editor

Walpa D’Mark, adjunct professor of art, and Ashton Berry, senior
studio art major, discuss Berry’s piece called “The Rebel” Tuesday
at the “Reflections” opening reception in the Harris Gallery. “Re-

flections” showcases the works and advanced skills of senior studio
art majors as part of their senior projects. The exhibit runs through
Jan. 28.

Seniors’ art offers

‘Reflections’ on identity
by Greta Taylor • photography by William Hardy

F

amily, friends and faculty
were on hand Tuesday for
the opening of the “Reflections,” the senior art exhibition, where art majors got to
showcase their best work via
their senior projects.
The exhibition features the
work of senior art majors Ashton Berry, Alexis Garcia, Kayla
Garcia, Shelby Lindsley, Fel
McCoy, Marco Rodas Torres
and Samantha Stefanoff.
The show is named for the
artwork, a reflection of things
the students have learned at ULV
and a reflection of who they are
as individuals.
“A lot of this work, it’s about
identity, about self-discovery,
self-realization,” said Keith
Lord, professor of art.
Each student’s work is unique
and holds meaning beyond what

meets the eye.
“Nearly all of (the students
exhibiting) settled down to the
underlying reason they make art
– to connect people and to have
people understand they’re not
alone,” said Lord.
Berry’s art statement is that it
is OK to be your unique self.
Berry’s piece depicts the cartoon characters Thing One and
Thing Two from Dr. Seuss’s
“The Cat in the Hat.” Berry is
depicted in Thing Three, dressed
differently from the others.
Thing Three is shown saying “I
am me, but who are you?”
“Thing One and Thing Two
look the same, as in society
wants you to look the same.
Thing Three is like me. Personality comes out in Thing Three,”
Berry said.
The art program at La Verne
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not only explores color theory,
materials, and techniques but
also touches on personal growth
and philosophy.
“At its fundamental core,
(art) it’s all about creative thinking and creative problem-solving and that skill applies to any
job, any aspect of your life,”
Lord said. “If you can creatively problem-solve and you’re
looking to connect people, and
you’re looking to discover more
about yourself, and be your best
self.”
Lindsley’s piece is precisely
placed in the middle of the gallery.
It is a clear house with poems
etched onto the sides.
“The subject of this is about
the absence I felt throughout my
life, feeling disconnected from
these communities that I can
identify with,” Lindsley said.
The poems on the house are
letters to herself in moments
when she feels disconnected.
“It’s a house to represent me
because I’m housing these feelings and growing with them,”
she said. “I wanted to still be
transparent to show that even
though it’s there in my life and
I try to hide it, so it’s kind of
blending into the space.”

Stefanoff, studio art and art
history double major, said she
originally applied to ULV to be
a criminology major.
“Before registration started I
said, ‘You know what? I’m going to go with my passion. I’m
going to choose art,’” Stefanoff
said.
Her piece consists of 63 individual 3-inch square paintings
representing all of America’s national parks.
“You can look at them and
say oh it’s a pretty landscape…
or maybe you can look at them
and it has a deeper meaning
about the national parks. Maybe
it reminds you of your own trip
or trips you want to take,” Stefanoff said.
Some of the art faculty expressed that they are proud of
the students’ work and know
they have the tools to continue
flourishing.
“If you have a happy life
doing what you’re passionate
about, then you’re successful and you’re probably gonna
make it in whatever way you
can because if you understand
creative thinking, there’s more
than one path a person can take,”
said Lord.
Continued on page 7

The University of La Verne
Faculty Senate this week voted to approve a new bachelor
of science in nursing program, moving this piece of the
planned College of Health one
step closer to becoming a reality.
The Faculty Assembly also
considered the BSN program
at their meeting this week.
Their discussion, however,
happened in a closed session.
Assembly members, including
all full-time faculty, will have
a chance to vote on the program electronically later this
month.
Should the Assembly also
vote to approve the BSN program, the program will move
forward with a projected first
cohort enrolled as soon as fall
2022.
The Senate vote on Monday, which included 17 “yes”
votes, three “no” votes and
three abstentions, came a
week later than originally
scheduled, after the Senate
voted Nov. 29 to table the vote
over concerns for how the new
program would be funded.
Several faculty members
at Monday’s Senate meeting
expressed support for the BSN
program as a savvy and timely addition to the University,
noting the service it would
provide at a time when there is
a tremendous need for nurses.
Mackay
MorganArmstrong, ASULV president and
junior kinesiology major who
attended Monday’s Senate
meeting, said she knows a lot
of people interested in nursing
and health, who are excited
about the College of Health.
Though she added: “I want
to encourage faculty and staff
to bring up their concerns, and
for administration to listen to
their concerns.”
Funding concerns were
brought to the Senate by the
Faculty Budget and Compensation Committee, whose
members noted that cuts to
existing programs during the
past three years had contributed to year-end surpluses.
FBCC members and other
faculty who spoke at the Senate meeting Monday said they
did not want year-end surplusContinued on page 2
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Elliott shares holistic teaching approach
David Rafael Gonzalez
Editor-in-Chief
Niki Elliott, co-director of
the Center for Neurodiversity,
Learning and Wellness, talked about the importance of
heart-centered education and
how educators can better serve
their students with it at the weekly faculty lecture on Tuesday in
the Executive Dining Room.
“A big part of our mission in
the Center for Neurodiversity is
to educate teachers throughout
the pre-K through 12 spectrum
as well as college professors to
understand what needs to happen in the heart and in the mind
and the nervous system of learners in order for them to be prepared for the process of learning,” Elliott said.
Elliott said that over the past
30 years, research into trauma-informed teaching has given
better insight on how to better
serve non-traditional learners
like students with learning diagnoses like autism, dyslexia and
ADHD.
In the mid 1990s, the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention and Kaiser Permanente conducted a study called the
Adverse Childhood Experiences
study (ACEs), which is where
the idea of trauma-informed
teaching comes from.
This study looked at things
that could disrupt the learning
process of learners, like trauma,
neglect, illness and the death of
a loved one.
As a person’s ACE score increased, there was an increased
risk of adopting high risk behaviors and impairment, cancer, diabetes, etc, Elliott said.
This study put into question
what the educational needs are
for people with higher ACE
scores and how school and generational trauma could cause
adverse childhood experiences,
Elliott said.
Elliott said that other challenges students face are microaggressions and other forms
of racism and whether or not a
teacher likes the student.
“Unless a student has other
aspects or points of resilience
and support, emotional physical
nervous system structural support, it does matter whether our
educators like us,” Elliott said.
When a child has an ACE
score of zero, there is only a
34% chance of having academic
challenges.

When they have a score of
three, there is an 80% chance of
having academic and behavioral
challenges.
Elliott said that it is important
to run a classroom as if a third
of the classroom has had significant life experiences that have
exposed them to trauma.
Elliott said that during her
research, she realized that it was
important to also pay attention
to the educator’s ACE score.
During a retreat with a group
of educators, Elliott found that
many had ACE scores higher
than seven.
“What we found is that
teachers who have a higher
ACE score, because they have
a strong need to feel in control,
are more likely to have very authoritarian discipline styles with
students,” Elliott said.
Elliott said that this research
was grounded in Polyvagal Theory to help offer strategies for
teachers to support students.
Polyvagal Theory is based on
three principles that shape how
the nervous system interacts
with itself while a person goes
through life and learning.
The first principle is neuroception, which is the subconscious thoughts and is part of
someone’s internal bias.
The second principle is dissolution that involves someone’s
fight or flight response to real
or perceived threats and causes
people to shut down.
The final principle is co-regulation is the sending of signals
that signify safety.
“The important thing that
we teach teachers in this idea
of co-regulation is that it’s not
enough to say “I don’t hurt
people. I don’t mistreat people.
I don’t talk down to people,’”
Elliott said. “Co-regulation is
when we bring intention to actively providing a context of
connection.”
Elliott ended the lecture
with seven essential skills for
heart-centered educators: regulating physiology to establish
high vagal tone; activating the
essential qualities of the heart;
nurtures love in action; creates a
nurturing learning environment;
communicates with vulnerability and transparency; practices an
intuitive teaching style; respects
the boundaries to provide agency.
“As a teacher one needs to
be concerned about your body
and the nervous system so that if

Nursing...

Niki Elliott, co-director of the Center for Neurodiversity, Learning and Wellness, talks about her
research on early exposure to adversity on Tuesday as part of the weekly faculty lecture series in
you’re not prepared to be sympathetic and loving and so forth
to your students. then it will
impair your ability to get your
material across,” said Al Clark,
professor of humanities.
Lauren Fittante, Center for
Neurodiversity, Learning and
Wellness program coordinator,
said that everyone comes to the
classroom with different lived
experiences that others are not

the Quay Davis Executive Dining Room. Elliott
worked with educators to better understand how
adverse childhood experiences affect educators
and students in the classroom environment.

aware of.
“Being a heart-centered educator is being a person of safety and, when she says love in
action, someone that supports
and sets the temperature of the
classroom so that all students
can learn no matter what they’ve
been through,” Fittante said.
David Rafael Gonzalez can
be reached at david.gonzalez9@
laverne.edu.
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Continued from page 1
es – some of which came
about by withholding of faculty
cost of living raises during the
past two years – to be used to
fund the new program.
In addition to voting “yes”
or “no” on the new bachelor of
science in nursing program this
month, Faculty Assembly members will also have a chance to
vote on a resolution that states:
“The University commits that

Litsy Tellez

no funds will be declared surplus unless and until all cuts
from the previous year have
been fully funded and all employees have received a cost-ofliving increase.”
The resolution was authored
by Jason Neidleman, professor
of political science.
Lindsey Pacela can be
reached at lindsey.pacela@
laverne.edu.laverne.edu.

The award-winning Campus Times
online edition is updated throughout
the week with event coverage and
breaking news.
Visit lvcampustimes.org for current and past stories, and additional
columns and blogs.
You can like us on Facebook
and follow us on Twitter @lvcampustimes and Instagram
@campustimes for all the latest updates on local and on-campus news. Send us story ideas over social media or email to
ctimes@laverne.edu.

Corrections

The Campus Times is
committed to accuracy.
When we make mistakes,
however, it is our policy
to correct them as soon as
they are brought to our attention.
If you find a mistake in
the Campus Times, please
let us know at ctimes@
laverne.edu.
The story “Support services offered for finals”
(Dec. 3) misstated the
schedule for Wilson Library’s extended hours.
Sunday, Dec. 12, is currently the only day with
extended hours. If more
are added, that information
will be available at library.
laverne.edu.
The Campus Times regrets the error.
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sities.
According to the National Center for Fair and Open
Testing, race, education status and access to money
played a role in how a student scored in the SAT.
Students who had the testing fee waived scored an average of 987, while those who did not scored an average
of 1076.
As a student’s parents had a higher formal education,
the scores rose as well.
Students whose parents did not have a high school diploma scored an average of 926, while those whose parents had a graduate degree scored an average of 1194.
There are so many factors that come into play in a student’s score, and often it is something that is not a reflection of the student’s intelligence.
A 2018 study titled “Defining Access: How Test-Optional Works” looked at how test optional affected admissions and performance at 28 colleges and universities.
The study found that Black, Latinx and other minority
students were less likely to submit scores and those who

opted not to submit scores were found graduating at similar rates to those who did.
The University of La Verne was ahead of the curve as
they started using the Test-Optional Policy in 2020.
According to the ULV website, starting in spring 2020,
the University along with 1,000 other schools will no longer require test scores to be reported.
However, they did mention how submitting the scores
may make a students’ application stronger but will not
harm their chances of getting in.
According to ULV’s Test-Optional Policy page that
their students are more than a number and they like to see
the whole picture before deciding and they do not want a
single test score to limit a bright student’s access to college.
Currently there are over 1,600 colleges and universities that have made SAT and ACT tests optional.
Now with all University of California schools following what ULV started a year ago, it will put students on an
even playing field to continue their education.

California is flooding and it is time for change

limate change is becoming increasingly serious.
We are already seeing its effects in our backyards
here in California.
The flooding of many coastal cities – including Newport Beach and San Diego – and inland communities like
Long Beach, Melrose, Sun Valley, Crenshaw, Westlake,
Lynwood, Roosevelt and Country Club Park, as well as
neighborhoods around the L.A. River, are at risk of insecurity in housing due to rising sea levels and they are
bringing about the demand for change, as it should.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency
report “Climate Change Indicators: Coastal Flooding,”
“coastal cities are increasingly flooding on days with less
extreme tides, or little wind even on sunny days.’’
The EPA also said that these floods could have major
impacts on the American population because about 40%
of people in the U.S live near the coast.
Some of the effects that they mentioned were the deterioration of buildings that are not meant to withstand
exposure to saltwater and the effects that these floods can
cause on drinking water.
The U.S Global Change Research Program says that

the increase in flooding could potentially cause the drinking water and waste infrastructures to fail, exposing people to pathogens and harmful chemicals.
Flooding is not something all of us Californians generally think about as an existential threat. We have earthquakes to worry about. But the tides are rising every day
here.
The sea level is rising, thanks to the melting ice caps,
and this is tied to the flooding we have seen recently.
Flooding in California will lead to more housing insecurity, according to “Dozens of L.A. County communities face growing peril from fire, heat, flooding” in the
Los Angeles Times.
If we hope to counteract these effects, we really need
to understand as individuals and as a nation that climate
change is something we have caused, and that we can
curb.
We must act quickly to curb CO2 levels and other
greenhouse gasses that our vehicles and power plants
pump into the atmosphere. And we need to do this soon.
We have seen Italy, Germany and many other European countries flood from climate change, we have seen
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UCs will forgo SATs and ACTs

ll UCs will no longer consider SAT or ACT test
scores when making admissions decisions or
awarding scholarships. This is a good move for
many reasons.
It saves an incredible amount of stress surrounding the
college application process.
A study by Jennifer Heissel, Dorainne Levy, and
Emma Adam called “Stress, Sleep, and Performance
on Standardized Test: Understudied Pathways to the
Achievement Gap” states that stress exposure and subsequent biological responses to stress exposure, can negatively affect the cognitive function and test performance.
The SAT and ACT cause students stress, which then
leads to poor test performance, which ultimately leads to
poor test scores and even greater stress for students as
they have an opportunity to take the test again.
Testing again just brings them back into the same spiral of stress as before.
Besides the student stress factor, eliminating these
tests as a requirement has other benefits for the univer-

C

Opinions

he shooting at Oxford High School in Michigan on
Nov. 30 could have been prevented had the people
heeded the warning signs.
Ethan Crumbley, 15, took a gun to school and proceeded to deliberately shoot at students, killing four students
and injuring seven others, including a teacher.
That day, there were some major warning signs that
something was wrong with him.
During a class, a teacher found a drawing on his desk
depicting a shooting.
Across the drawings, he had written phrases like “My
life is useless” and “The world is dead.”
This was a cause for alarm, and the school proceeded
to hold a meeting with Ethan and his parents, James and
Jennifer Crumbley, to discuss the drawings.
The school suggested that Ethan seek counseling, but
the parents refused and Ethan was allowed to go back to
class.
This is when Ethan began firing his gun in the halls.
His parents should have seen that Ethan was troubled
at that moment and should have sought the help he clearly
needed.
Even if there were no disciplinary actions to be had,
the school should also not have let Ethan return to class.
Days prior to the shooting, a teacher caught Ethan
looking up ammunition on school grounds.
Again, his parents were notified and nothing was done.
James Crumbley bought the gun used in the shooting
four days prior to the shooting.
Jennifer Crumbley then posted on social media a photo saying that the gun was meant as an early Christmas
gift for Ethan.
After looking through evidence after the shooting, Lt.

Tim Willis from the Oakland County Sheriff Office said
that there were videos of Ethan wanting to “shoot up the
school” on his phone, according to CNN.
None of these warning signs should have been ignored.
His parents should also not have encouraged some of
the behavior Ethan was exhibiting.
After schools were shut down due to the pandemic, we
should all have reevaluated how we approach situations
like this.
Enough mass school shootings have happened for any
of these signs to be apparent.
Prior to many school shootings, other people know
about the thoughts of the shooter, according to The Final
Report and Findings of the Safe School Initiative.
Many shooters had also engaged in behavior that were
clearly cries for help.
And in many of the incidents, the shooters had easy
access to firearms.
This report was from 2002, it is now 2021 and we have
known about the signs that lead to school shootings for
almost 20 years.
How many more children need to be martyred for
signs of struggle to be taken seriously?

Letters to the Editor

The Campus Times encourages readers to submit letters to the editors regarding topics covered
in the paper. Letters should be no more than 400
words in length and are due by Tuesday at 3 p.m.
The Campus Times reserves the right to edit letters for clarity, space and libel. Letters may be
sent to ctimes@laverne.edu.

small coastal and island communities and nations become
uninhabitable.
Drone footage from various media outlets demonstrates the havoc that was left behind in Germany after
the floods that occurred in July and killed more than 100
people.
The good news is we have the technology to help lessen the impact of climate change.
With entrepreneurs coming up with alternatives there
might be hope for a different future. Electric cars, hemp
trash bags, reusable water bottles. Even eating less meat.
These are small things we all can do.
And we can all lobby our legislators and demand quick
decisive action to curb climate change.
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Tree lighting draws community closer
Chamber
Singers
bring cheer
Araceli Macias
Staff Writer
The city of La Verne’s annual Christmas tree lighting ceremony returned Monday evening
– following a year hiatus due to
the pandemic.
More than 50 community
members attended the event
hosted by Mayor Tim Hepburn
and featuring a special visit from
Santa Claus himself.
“We get to listen to Christmas music, you get Santa Claus,
you get into the Christmas spirit
and start the holidays off right,”
Hepburn said.
At the start of the event
community members, including kids, police and fire fighters
waited patiently as the countdown began.
“We truly live in a blessed
city and we’re all very happy to
be here,” Hepburn said.
Hepburn also introduced La
Verne city council members
Wendy Lau, Robin Carter and
Rick Crosby as well as the Bonita High School Chamber Singers and the president of the La
Verne Chamber of Commerce,
Morgan Sternquist.
“Let’s all celebrate,” Hepburn said. “Let’s all be safe with
our families and let’s reach out
to those people that are less fortunate...it’s very important.”
He reminded residents not to
let down their guard, given that
the pandemic seems far from
over.
“Our city survived the pandemic because people stayed in
La Verne, shopped in La Verne,”
Hepburn said.
Hepburn recognized the first

responders and city office staff
that kept the city going last year.
Sternquist thanked people for
supporting the small businesses
during the pandemic.
“Your generosity has kept
doors open for so many of your
favorite La Verne spots,” Sternquist said. “Even if you shift a
tiny percentage of your holiday
shopping from big retail to the
mom and pop stores … you can
make a big difference,” she added.
Finally came the countdown
to light up the city’s giant Christmas tree.
With help from two kids,
Hepburn began the five-second
countdown to push that button
that turned on the lights.
The tree lit up with bright
white lights that showcased the
red and green ornaments as well
as the big silver star.
Hepburn then introduced music director Ryan Yoder and the
Bonita High School Chamber
Singers, who performed “It’s
Beginning to Look a Lot Like
Christmas,” “Here We Come
A-Caroling” and more.
Yoder encouraged the crowd
to sing along to “Jingle Bells”
to ring in the evening’s special
guest.
And Santa appeared from
city hall to greet the excited
children that wanted to take a
picture with him.
La Verne resident Sherman
Mclaurin, also a former Bonita
High chamber singer, said he
enjoyed listening to the performances and participating in the
countdown.
“I’m excited to be home for
Christmas,’’ Mclaurin said.
Community celebrations will
continue with a neighborhood
tour from Santa himself starting
at 7 a.m. on Christmas morning,
Dec. 25.
Araceli Macias can be
reached at araceli.macias@
laverne.edu.

Brady Keegan

La Verne mayor Tim Hepburn thanks the community for their contributions throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic during the city’s annual
Christmas tree lighting ceremony Monday night

outside La Verne city hall. Community members
also celebrated the holidays by singing Christmas
carols along with the Bonita High School Chamber Singers.

Students plan to reconnect for the holidays
Taylor Moore
LV Life Editor

With the holidays just around
the corner, students are already
anticipating their family traditions and get-togethers.
Last year, many families were
not able to gather due to the high
COVID-19 case count. Now,
after the distribution of COVID
vaccines and the introduction of
boosters, families will be able to
resume their celebrations.
“I can’t wait to finally be able
to spend (the holidays) with all
of my family this year since all
of us are vaccinated,” Francheska Juarez, senior kinesiology
major, said. “We’re planning to

have a big Christmas party.”
According to an informal survey, 10 out of 12 students said
that the holidays are their favorite time of the year and that they
celebrate both Christmas Eve
and Christmas Day with family
and/or friends.
Naty Castellon, sophomore
kinesiology major, said that
she is looking forward to going home to see her family and
friends. She is planning to get
together with her other friends
that have gone away to college
since all of them are coming
home around the same time.
“My family has traditions
during Christmas time to make
tamales and eat Menudo Christ-

mas day. We do Secret Santa
during the day,” Castellon said.
Julie Garcia, sophomore kinesiology major, said that she
is looking forward to actually
being able to spend quality time
with her family since most of
them are busy with work and
school. The holidays are a time
for them to bond over their annual family tradition.
“We play games until midnight. Then, we open Christmas
gifts at midnight together,” Garcia said.
According to the informal
survey, nine out of 12 students
said family traditions are what
they look forward to most during
this time of year. They also men-

tioned Christmas music, baking
Christmas cookies, Christmas
decorations, and Christmas
movies as some of their other
favorites.
“On the first day of November this year, my friends and I
sang Christmas songs the whole
time while we were driving to
get food, it’s my favorite memory,” Melissa Capacete, sophomore kinesiology major, said.
“Every time we go to get food,
we still listen to Christmas music.”
When asked about their favorite Christmas movies, songs
or treats, these were some of the
students’ popular answers: “Elf”
(2003), “Home Alone” (1990),

“The Polar Express” (2004),
“Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch
Stole Christmas” (2000), “All
I Want for Christmas is You”
by Mariah Carey, pumpkin pie,
Starbucks peppermint mocha
frappuccino and Christmas
cookies.
“My favorite thing about the
holidays is the warm and happy environment. I love the music and decorations,” Marianna
Hernandez, sophomore digital
media major, said. “Every year,
I decorate the house with my
family while playing Christmas
music in one day.”
Hernandez said she also loves
buying Christmas gifts because
Continued on page 7
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Variety of holiday
traditions celebrated
Jaydelle Herbert
Staff Writer

Candles of every variety lit
up the Sacred Space in the Ludwick Center on Dec. 2 at the annual Celebration of Lights event
organized by University Chaplain Zandra Wagoner.
The event honored the winter
holidays of the different faith
traditions celebrated by members of the University of La
Verne community.
There were 35 students and
faculty who attended the event
to learn about Diwali, Hanukkah, Bodhi Day, Winter Solstice,
Christmas, Kwanzaa and the traditions of Islam.
The Celebration of Lights
started with a reading on light
by sophomore legal studies and
French major Isela Chavez and
senior sociology major Olivia
Magby, who are student members of the Interfaith Fellows
organization.
“The event was to recognize
that each religion has light within their scriptures or candles
and how this helps people who
practice that faith or celebrate
that holiday to use light as a way
to get out of dark places in their
life,” Magby said.
After Chavez and Magby lit
three candles, Provost Kerop Janoyan came to the podium to reflect on how light is symbolized
within his community through
Christmas light decorations in
his neighborhood.
He said Christmas lights have
brought his neighbors together
during the holiday season.
Janoyan also said he is happy
he is with the University valuing
the importance of inclusion of
all faiths and celebrations.
Wagoner opened the reflection of the holy days by expressing what the Sacred Space symbolizes.
“The Sacred Space is shaped
in a circle with no corners,”
Wagoner said. “There is no end
or beginning. Everyone is a part
of the circle.”
Dean of Library and Learning Vinaya Tripuraneni shared
her reflections on the Hindu festival of Diwali, which means a
row of light.
She said it is celebrated on the
night of the new moon during

the darkest day of the month.
“The light symbolizes victory
of light over darkness, triumph
of good over evil, triumph of
knowledge over ignorance, new
beginnings; and the welcoming
of peace, harmony and prosperity into your home,” Tripuraneni
said.
Kira Degelsmith, president of
Hillel, the Jewish club on campus, shared the meaning and history of Hanukkah.
She said the holiday directly
reflects the significance of light
within Jewish culture.
“One time when the Holy
Temple in Jerusalem was ransacked and taken over, a group
of Jews called the Maccabees
wanted to take it back,” Degelsmith said. “Once they won
the fight, they didn’t have any
light because it was nighttime.
They wanted to celebrate with
light and found just enough oil
to burn just for one night.”
Degelsmith said during the
eight nights of Hanukkah, there
are two Hanukkah blessings
sung.
She sang the blessings as she
lit the Hanukkiah with the middle candle.
Bodhi Day is a holiday celebrated by people who practice
Buddhism. Wagoner showed the
audience a Bodhi tree display
with Buddha sitting underneath.
“I practice a very minor
faith,” Grayson Ruyak, sophomore creative writing major,
said. “In my faith, Winter Solstice is very unique to me. I
think it’s something for a lot
Pagan and Wiccan people who
find themselves outside of the
mainstream religion.”
Misty Levingston, associate
director of Multicultural Affairs
and Black Student Services, reflected on Kwanzaa, which she
described as an observance of
African traditions.
She said Kwanzaa is based
on African principles such as
family, community and unity.
“I take pride in Imani (faith),
which is the last principle of
Kwanzaa,” Levingston said. “I
am very community oriented
and I try to embody all of those
principles not just during Kwanzaa, but throughout the year.”
“It gives you the opportunity
to learn something else and dif-

ferent. Being that we are a campus that is made up of different
cultures and religions it is important to hear everyone’s perspectives,” Levingston added.
The University has hosted the
Celebration of Lights event for
about four years.
Tiffany De Leon, Title III
grant program coordinator, attended the Celebration of Lights
for the first time.
“Hearing everyone share
and express how they celebrate
during this season was honestly
very beautiful, especially how
authentic and raw some of the
things people shared, made me
feel so enriched,” De Leon said.
The celebration, with bright
light shed by the candles from
the many different traditions in
the center, ended with a prayer.
The Interfaith Fellows handed out white candlesticks for
participants to pass the light to
each person.
Magby said once she realized each person would pass the
light to the next person, she felt
a sense of community.
“All of us sharing light rather than one person individually
handing the light to each person
makes us whole,” Magby said.
Jaydelle Herbert can be
reached at jaydelle.herbert@
laverne.edu.
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Chino Hills park grows

William Hardy

Chino Hills State Park has grown by about 1,600 acres, thanks
to a new law that adds the area to the state park system. The law,
signed by Gov. Gavin Newsom in October, will protect habitat
for wildlife, and open the park area of rolling hills, canyons and
hiking trails for those who want to get out in nature to hike or
mountain bike. The new law supersedes a previous policy that
prohibited additions to state parks to be accepted. This expansion
marks the first time Chino Hills State Park has been expanded
since 2006.

SPRING 2022 MID-YEAR
HOUSING APPLICATION
IS NOW OPEN!
DON'T WAIT, APPLY TODAY!
Apply as soon as possible, as spaces
are limited!
LOG ON TO LAVERNE PORTAL TO
APPLY FOR SPRING

It’s Not Your Fault.
1.800.656.HOPE

National Sexual Assault Hotline
Free. Confidential. 24/7.
(Operated by RAINN—the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network)
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Happenings

Symphony
Orchestra

The University of La
Verne Symphony Orchestra will host a concert at
6 p.m. Sunday in Morgan
Auditorium.
The orchestra will present performances of music from composers Arturo Marquez and Samuel
Coleridge-Taylor.
Masks are required at
entry regardless of vaccination status.
Admission is free, but
donations are appreciated.
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Photo exhibit reveals

Dark history

by Liliana Castañeda
photography by
Jingyao Liang

Gospel Choir
Concert

The newly-formed University of La Verne Gospel
Choir, featuring members
of the ULV faculty and
staff, will perform its inaugural concert, “Oh, Holy
Night,” at 5 p.m. Monday in
Morgan Auditorium.
Masks are required at
entry, regardless of vaccination status.

‘Reflections’
Art Exhibition

The art department presents the works of this year’s
graduating senior studio art
majors in an exhibit called
“Reflections’’ at the Harris Gallery located next to
Wilson Library.
Gallery hours are 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and the exhibit runs
through Jan. 28.
Masks are required in
all indoor spaces on the
ULV campus.

‘Legacy and
Legend’

Sadie Barnette’s exhibit, “Legacy and Legend,”
is on display at the Benton
Museum of Art at Pomona
College in Claremont.
The exhibit explores the
Black Panthers, a Black
resistance group from the
1960s and it connects the
themes of social justice to
familial ties through drawings and other media.
The exhibit will be on
view until Dec. 18.
The museum is at 120
West Bonita Ave. Viewing
by appointment.
To
schedule,
visit
p i t z e r. e d u / g a l l e r i e s /
schedule-a-visit.
—Liliana Castañeda

Associate Professor of Photography Shannon Benine
discusses her documentary work with University Chaplain Zandra Wagoner during the closing reception and
artist walk-through of Benine’s exhibit “If you can read

T

he photography department held a
walk-through at the Irene Carlson
Gallery, to show guests the current photo exhibit “If you can read the
ocean you will never be lost” by Associate Professor of Photography Shannon
Benine.
About 30 community members attended the event last week, which led
them through the display of photographs
of landscapes, portraits and scenery telling the story of Hansen’s disease, commonly known as Leprosy, and the misconceptions of those who have it.
“Molokai wasn’t truly a prison until
the U.S.-occupied Hawaii converted it
into one,” Benine said. “So that’s when
they exiled the family members, and
they were forced to move out. The colony on the island … was only for those
with leprosy.”
Benine said that her interest in the
Molokai island arose from visiting the
island to see her grandfather, who was a
WWII vet, who decided to settle down in
the Molokai island, since it was one of
the cheaper Hawaiian islands to live on.
Benine said that the reason she found
out the island was so cheap was because
of its history, and that drew her in even
more.
“‘If you can read the ocean you will
never be lost’ is a quote from a Polynesian navigator. They did not use the stars

the ocean, you will never be lost” last week in the Irene
Carlson Gallery of in Miller Hall. The exhibit, which
features Hawaiian landscapes, portraits and scenery that
tell the story of Hansen’s Disease, runs through Dec. 17.

to navigate, they used the ocean and the
tides to be able to tell where they were,”
Benine said.
Benine added that this aspect of the
name negated the aspect of the white
savior complex and the idea that the natives of Hawaii were primitive intellectually.
One picture in particular showed an
older woman with white hair and a white
complexion in a white dress, and a smug
expression on her face.
She held a martini in one hand and
was fully strapped with a shimmery
bright red accordion.
Her hand rested on her hip as if
demonstrating defiance with a beautiful
scenic background of Hawaii’s ocean,
orange sky and palm trees.
There were many pictures of hands
interacting with nature and culture itself.
While one photo showed a smooth,
youthful hand petting a horse, others
showed older hands etched with tattoos,
wrinkles and looked calloused as well,
from all those hands had endured in that
lifetime.
Caves were a common element in
many pictures in the gallery too. Lighting
was an important aspect of the display of
these pictures because they seemed to
be glimmers of hope in the dark-filled
caves.
Only silhouettes of plants and rocks

were visible in the dark, however the
light brought about a contrast with its
dimmed yellow and blue rays that illuminated the dirt and the plants that had
bloomed in those spots.
Benine said that there were many
landscape pictures because that was her
initial passion and she was not allowed
to take pictures of the residents of the
hospital established for those with Hansen’s disease.
Many of the portraits of people are
those from the mainland otherwise
known as the topside and the north shore
where the leprosy settlement was, is
known as the backside.
Keoki’s I’O, which means Hawaiian
hawk, shows a tattooed hand holding a
carved shell held lightly by a middle finger and thumb.
Light brown and ivory in color, the
carving contrasts with the intricate
swirls, bold lines and drawings running
down the arm of the person holding it.
Benine said that there were many connections in Hawaiian culture to spirits
and animals, and she decided to connect
that Hawaiian mythology to the humanity that captivated the island in her pictures.
“I think because she’s focusing on a
small colony, a small village, it really
shows that they’re just only people and
Continued on page 7
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Guitar ensemble showcases variety
Liliana Castañeda
Copy Editor

The University of La Verne
guitar ensemble, seven musicians in all, gathered in Morgan
Auditorium to present an eclectic variety of music they worked
on this semester.
Before an audience of about
40, the musicians gathered on
stage saw many reactions from
the audience – from clapping to
‘whooping’ with enthusiasm for
their performance.
The group played some covers of music with of classical
Spanish and Irish roots, with
some more modern takes on
popular contemporary music.
The ensemble members and
both instructors opened the concert with a sweet melodic slow
Irish tune with the syncing of all
nine guitars on stage.
The soft picking of each individual member resonated
throughout the auditorium.
They played “Drunken Sailor,” an Irish ballad with an unknown origin.
This song, with its more intense strumming pattern and
some recognizable picking
patterns, was familiar as it is
used in such popular shows as
“SpongeBob Squarepants.”
Mark Estrellado, sophomore
music major, who performed
in the ensemble said that singing through the mask was the
hardest part of the entire performance.
He said that he had practiced
singing with a mask on, but he
still found it hard.
Another
well-known
song,“The Sound of Silence,”
by Simon and Garfunkel was in
the program.
The guitar playing was dynamic with more forceful strums
and louder picking throughout
the chorus of the song, while
lighter humming and picking
filled the background.
Some students sang and
played during their solo performances, including Danielle Hernandez who performed one of
Taylor Swift’s songs.
“They are all learning, so you
get to see the inner workings
of their hard work,” said Stan
Whitley, Rancho Cucamonga
resident and father of Stanley
Whitley, one of the performers.
Whitley said he enjoyed the
variety of musical styles.
So did Jesse Espinoza, sophomore political science major.
“There was a lot of Christmas
stuff but I think we got a nice
range,” Esponoza said.
And they really got to demonstrate the guitar ensemble’s ability,” Espinoza added.
“I think it would be cool if we
could have a little bit more people,” said Hernandez, ensemble
member and senior music major.
To view a video of the performance, visit the Michael Ryan
Music Facebook account at:
https://www.facebook.com/michaelryanandfriends
Liliana Castañeda can be
reached at liliana.castaneda@
laverne.edu.

Jingyao Liang

Freshman business administration major K.J. Macatiag, sophomore music major Mark Estrellado and Senior Adjunct Professor
of Music Michael Ryan perform in the guitar ensemble recital Dec.

3 in Morgan Auditorium. The ensemble played songs from a variety of genres including Irish guitar, flamenco, folk rock and contemporary pop.

Exhibit...
Continued from page 6

they’re not these weird beings,”
Immani Vanderburg, junior
criminology major, said.
The gallery seems to demonstrate the human aspect of what
it means to be a person and part
of a community that becomes a
family.
“For me it kind of represents
the differences of what we
forced the island to be and what
it actually is… it shows the pride
of life in the area and even the
beauty in the simple things,”
Catherine Urasche, junior international business and foreign
language major, said.

Urasche said it was also interesting to see that in one of
the pictures, depicting a person
clutching a cross, and thought it
was very colonial and demonstrated the colonization that they
had gone through.
“I guess everyone’s connected to the environment and
(this) makes us aware of that
even more,” Gerard Lavatori,
associate dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences and professor
of French, said. “They are just
beautiful photographs.”
“I really loved the deep
blue and these nice little waves

Holidays...

Identity...

Continued from page 4
she looks forward to seeing how
happy her family gets while they
are unwrapping the gifts.
Yahaira Pavon, junior criminology major, said that she looks
forward to making Honduran
tamales from scratch with her
grandmother.
“I have family coming in
from Florida this year,” Pavon
said.
“We have passes to Disneyland, Universal Studios and Six
Flags, so our plan is to go since
the amusement parks are decorated right now,” Pavon added.
“We always go during this
time of year. Grinchmas at Universal... is my favorite.”
Arturo
Herrera-Caballero,
senior business administration
major, said that his favorite tradition is when his family makes
tamales since he looks forward
to eating them every year.

and crashing waves,” Andrew
Haynes, senior television and
film production major, said.
“It’s still water versus moments
where you see waves crashing
violently.”
Benine said there is still a lot
to learn about the island because
new stories from these people
who were banished because of
leprosy are finally being translated to English and bringing
new changes to the history of the
island as we know it.
She said that she just hopes to
tell their story through the pictures and that the project will not

Sarah Cohen, sophomore English major, is Jewish.
She celebrates both Hanukkah and Christmas.
“I think I’d say the best thing
about being able to celebrate
both holidays is that I get both
cultural experiences,” Cohen
said. “Christmas is always special because I get to go up to
Canada and be with my family
in the snow.”
Hanukkah was early this
year, Nov. 28 through Dec. 6.
She said in a Nov. 30 interview that her family would keep
Hanukkah casual this year by
lighting the candles each night
and giving a few gifts to each
other.
Cohen also said that her mom
makes latkes and brisket for a
Hanukkah dinner.
Taylor Moore can be reached
at taylor.moore@laverne.edu.

Continued from page 1
“We approached studio arts
academically, but also we believe in individual expression,”
Walpa D’Mark, adjunct professor of art, said. “I love seeing the
final group show because I’ve
seen each student here from the
beginning until now, just seeing
the growth in their own independent voice.”
Jon Leaver, professor of art
history, has also been a part of
the students’ journeys.
“A lot of these students I’ve
known for a long time so seeing
this as the culmination of the last
few years is emotional,” Leaver
said. “The works are all very
personal.”
The exhibit runs through Jan.
28.
For more information visit
artsci.laverne.edu/art/
exhibition/reflections.
Greta Taylor can be reached
at greta.taylor@laverne.edu.

be finished until she feels she
has done that.
“If you can read the ocean
you will never be lost” will be
on display through Dec. 17. Gallery hours are Mondays to Fridays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Liliana Castañeda can be
reached at liliana.castaneda@
laverne.edu.
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Leos’ comeback falls short against Oxy
Sarah Van Buskirk
Assistant Sports Editor

The Leopards were not
quick enough in their 55-50 loss
against the Occidental Tigers at
the Frantz Athletic Court Saturday afternoon.
The men’s basketball team is
now 0-2 in Southern California
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference play.
It was an evenly matched up
game as the Tigers stand at 1-1
in SCIAC play.
“We need to attack first and
not wait to get into a rhythm,”
senior guard Denzel Stephens
said.
“We just need to do the little
things in the beginning of the
game rather than making those
adjustments later.”
The Tigers were on the board
first with a 3-point shot made on
their first drive of the game after
the Leopards put the ball out of
bounds.
The Leopards committed a
hefty 23 turnovers in the game,
and so far have 90 turnovers this
season.
When the Leopards regained
possession, junior forward Seth
Shaw passed to senior guard
John Malone II at the top of the
3-point line.
Malone missed the 3-point
attempt but junior guard Paul
Antonis was there for the rebound.
Antonis found junior guard
Brad Yasukochi who then drove
the ball around the key until he
slipped and turned over the ball
back to the Tigers.
Minutes later the Leopards
were down 6-0.
Shaw drew a foul and was
given two free throw attempts to
close in on the early deficit.
He missed the first one but
the second one was successful,
which put the score at 6-1.
The Leopards’ free throw
percentage was 52%, which
was up 5% from their previous
game, an 81-58 loss to Claremont-Mudd-Scripps.
Junior guard Alex Blanco
said the free throw drills they

Litsy Tellez

La Verne senior guard Isaiah Knox (3) drives the ball down the
court with junior forward Austin Rapp (15) and a trio of Occidental
defenders trailing behind in Saturday’s matchup at Frantz Athletic

Court. The Leopards struggled against the Tigers and lost, 55-50.
The men’s basketball team now stands at 0-2 in Southern California
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference play.

practiced helped to actually apply it in the game.
“We did a lot of situations
where we played live on free
throws,” Blanco said.
“Where someone would
shoot a free throw and then we
would play live action after
that.”
Two minutes passed and the
Leopards’ offensive woke up.
They tied up the game 8-8 and
forced the Tigers into a time out.
The score stood tight as back
and forth play continued. With
less than 10 minutes left in the
half, the Tigers got a jump on
the Leopards and took a 9-point
lead.
The Leopards pushed hard to
come back but the Tigers were
always a few steps ahead.
The Tigers headed into the
halftime break with a solid 33-

something really beautiful to
watch,” freshman guard Casey
Knudson said.
Their lead was short lived after the Tigers put up six consecutive points.
Antonis got the ball rolling
again for the Leopards as he
drained a 3-point shot to trim the
deficit to two.
With four minutes remaining
in the game the Leopards were
down by nine.
Two minutes passed and the
Leopards held the Tigers from
three scoring opportunities.
Antonis, with a defender on
him, found senior guard Isaiah
Knox at the top of the circle for
a 3-point shot, helping close the
gap.
In the final minutes, both
teams scored four points bringing the score to 55-50.

24 lead.
For the first eight minutes of
the second half, the Leopards
carried the same energy from
earlier and stayed behind by
eight points.
Stephens gathered the ball
after the Tigers were unable to
put one up and headed down the
court. Malone went for the unsuccessful layup but Shaw was
on the other side of the net for
the rebound.
The Leopards then closed in
on the gap.
Three back-to-back scoring
plays for the Leopards and a
well guarded defensive side kept
the Tigers’ score stagnant. For
the first time all game, the Leopards took the lead, 39-38.
“We’ve been practicing and
really working hard so I think
our game is going to turn into

“We fought back as best as
we could, it just wasn’t enough,”
Antonis said.
“Every week we are getting
better and better and I can see
it in our progression so I am
expecting some wins here very
shortly.”
The Leopards started a
stretch of non-conference games
this week by hosting West Coast
Baptist on Thursday night.
They will take on George Fox
at 7 p.m. Friday at Frantz Athletic Court.
After matchups with Knox,
Loras and Cal Baptist during
the Christmas break, the Leopards will return to SCIAC play
against Cal Lutheran at 7 p.m.
Jan. 5 at home.
Sarah Van Buskirk can be
reached at sarah.vanbuskirk@
laverne.edu.

Women outlast CMS to secure 1st SCIAC win
Jacob Barriga
Sports Editor

The women’s basketball
team earned its first Southern
California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference win with a
62-55 home victory over Claremont-Mudd-Scripps on Wednesday night.
This is the Leopards’ first
win in conference this year and
their first win against CMS since
2013, snapping a 14-game losing streak to the Athenas.
This win came after two close
losses against Pomona-Pitzer
and Occidental by a combined
four points, and junior guard
Casey Kuramoto knows it was

an early must-win game.
“Losing by two to Oxy and
Pomona, it hurts even more
when it’s a close game, so winning this game boosted our morale but we expected to win and
it helps us moving forward,”
Kuramoto said.
The Leopards fell behind
early. Two offensive rebounds
and putbacks by senior forward
Kayla Rubio put the Leopards
on the board and kept the score
close with the Leopards trailing,
6-4.
After stout defense from
both teams forcing turnovers
throughout the first quarter, senior guard Vanessa Maldonado
found her stroke, hitting a three

to put the Leopards up for the
first time, 10-8. CMS answered
with a three of their own in the
final seconds of the quarter, and
a final hook shot from Rubio
kept the Leopards close, 17-13.
The loose offensive play
continued as another Leopards
turnover led to a bucket and one
for CMS, increasing their lead to
20-13.
The Leopards got back
into it, rattling off five straight
points, including another Rubio offensive board that led to a
3-pointer from freshman guard
Marissa Howell to cut the lead
to two points.
The Leopards then went on a
huge eight-point run finished by

senior guard Jazzlyn Johnson’s
steal and a breakaway layup to
put the Leopards up, 29-26.
After a breakaway three and a
layup the Athenas tied the game
at 31 in the final seconds of the
half. However senior forward
Mary Mikaelian hit the final shot
of the half from three to keep the
Leopards ahead, 34-31.
Johnson came out firing in
the second half. She would score
the first seven points for the
Leopards, including an and-one,
to put the Leopards up, 41-37.
CMS would continue to
keep the game close but Howell
and senior guard Jaelynn Curley would splash back-to-back
3-pointers to keep the lead for

the Leopards.
CMS came back with four
straight points to cut the deficit
again. The Leopards led 53-51 at
the end of three.
In the final quarter there was
loose offense and tough defense.
Despite this, Johnson continued
to keep the Leopards afloat. Her
two hard buckets in the paint
gave the Leopards the late 57-51
lead. The Leopards would hang
on, winning 62-55.
The Leopards improve to
1-2 in conference play and 4-3
overall. They will host Bethesda
College for the second time this
year at 5 p.m. Friday.
Jacob Barriga can be reached
at jacob.barriga@laverne.edu.

